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future
(I haven’t done this yet)

present present progressive =  
doing this right now

past =
 done= finished

1.

 fold
You will fold the towels.

Will you fold the towels?

You  fold the towels.

Do you fold the towels?

You are folding the towels.

Are you folding the towels?

You folded the towels.

Did you fold the towels?

2.

 scrub

You will scrub the floor .

Will you scrub the floor?

You  scrub the floor.

Do you fold the towels?

You are scrubbing the floor.

Are you scrubbing the floor.

You scrubbed the floor.

Did you scrub the floor?

3.

 polish

You  will polish the gold bell.

Will you polish the bell?

You  polish the silver bell.

Do you polish the bell.

You are  polishing the silver bell.

Are you polishing the silver bell?

You  polished the bell.

Did you polish the bell?

4.

  tighten

You  will tighten the screw.

Will you tighten the screw?

You  tighten the screw.

Do you tighten the screw?

You are  tightening the screw.

Are you tightening the screw?

You  tightened the screw.

Did you tighten the screw?

5. 

 wipe

You  will wipe the counter.

Will you wipe the counter?

You wipe the counter.

Do you  wipe the shelf?

You are wiping the counter.

Are you wiping the shelf? 

You  wiped the counter.

Did you wipe the counter?

6.  

hang

You will hang the picture.

 Will you hang the picture?

You hang the picture.

Do you hang the picture?

You are hanging the picture.

Are you hanging the picture?

You hung the picture.

Did you hang the picture?

7. sweep You  will sweep the floor.

Will you sweep the floor?

You sweep the floor.

Do you sweep the floor?

You are sweeping the floor.

Are you sweeping the floor?

You  swept the floor.

Did you sweep the floor?

8. make You will make the bed.

Will you make the bed?

You make the bed.

Do you make the bed?

You are making the bed.

Are you making the bed?

You made the bed.

Did you make the bed?

9.  dry You will dry the dishes. You  dry the dishes. You are drying the dishes. You dried the dishes.

10.  repair fix You will fix the tv. You fix the tv. You are  fixing the tv. You  fixed the tv.

13. change You will change the bed. You  change the bed/ You are  changing the bed. You changed the bed.

14. vacuum You will vacuum the floor. You  vacuum the floor. You are vacuuming the floor. You vacuumed the floor.

15. dust You will dust the shelf. You  dust the shelf. You are  dusting the shelf. You dusted the shelf.

16.   wash You will wash your hands. You wash your  hands. You are washing your  hands. You washed your hands.


